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Lost Moon

Yeah, reviewing a books Lost Moon could amass your close links listings. This
is just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As understood,
achievement does not recommend that you have astounding points.

Comprehending as without difficulty as deal even more than further will find
the money for each success. neighboring to, the message as without difficulty
as perspicacity of this Lost Moon can be taken as skillfully as picked to
act.

The Lost Planet - Rachel Searles
2014-01-28
This is what the boy is told: - He
woke up on planet Trucon, inside of a
fence line he shouldn't have been
able to cross. - He has an annirad
blaster wound to the back of his
head. - He has no memory. - He is now

under the protection of a mysterious
benefactor. - His name is Chase
Garrety. This is what Chase Garrety
knows: - He has a message: "Guide the
star." - Time is running out.
Lost in Outer Space - Tod Olson
2017-01-31
For middle grade space enthusiasts,
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the amazing true story of the doomed
Apollo 13 moon mission that nearly
ended in disaster. April 13, 1970:
Two hundred thousand miles from Earth
and counting, an explosion rips
through Jim Lovell’s spacecraft. The
crippled ship hurtles toward the moon
at three times the speed of sound,
losing power and leaking oxygen into
space. Lovell and his crew were two
days from the dream of a
lifetime—walking on the surface of
moon. Now, they will count themselves
lucky to set foot on Earth again.
From “Houston, we’ve had a problem”
to the final tense moments at Mission
Control, Lost in Outer Space takes
readers on the unbelievable journey
of Apollo 13 and inside the minds of
its famous and heroic astronauts.
Complete with photographs of the crew
and diagrams of the spacecraft, this

is an up-close-and-personal look at
one of the most thrilling survival
stories of all time. “Fans of action-
packed true survival stories will
take to this real-life space
episode—an easy pick for upper
elementary schoolers.” —School
Library Journal
Lost Moons - Jack Vance 1982

Lost on the Moon - Roy Rockwood
2015-10-08
After learning of a diamond field on
the Moon, our crew heads for the
satellite, where they discover a
petrified city populated by petrified
people.Notice: This Book is published
by Historical Books Limited
(www.publicdomain.org.uk) as a Public
Domain Book, if you have any
inquiries, requests or need any help
you can just send an email to
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publications@publicdomain.org.ukThis
book is found as a public domain and
free book based on various online
catalogs, if you think there are any
problems regard copyright issues
please contact us immediately via
DMCA@publicdomain.org.uk
Lost on the Moon - Roy Rockwood
2021-08-13
Lost on the Moon - Roy Rockwood - Roy
Rockwood was a house pseudonym used
by the Stratemeyer Syndicate for
boy's adventure books. The name is
mostly well-remembered for the Bomba,
the Jungle Boy (1926-1937) and Great
Marvel series (1906- 1935). The
Stratemeyer Syndicate was the
producer of a number of series for
children and adults including the
Nancy Drew mysteries, the Hardy Boys,
and others. The Stratemeyer Syndicate
was the creation of Edward

Stratemeyer, whose ambition was to be
a writer la Horatio Alger. He
succeeded in this ambition
(eventually even writing eleven books
under the pseudonym "Horatio Alger"),
turning out inspirational, up-by-the-
bootstraps tales. In Stratemeyer's
view, it was not the promise of sex
or violence that made such reading
attractive to boys; it was the thrill
of feeling "grown-up" and the desire
for a series of stories, an "I want
some more" syndrome. Works written
under that name include: Five
Thousand Miles Underground; or, The
Mystery of the Centre of the Earth
(1908), Jack North's Treasure Hunt
(1907) and Lost on the Moon; or, In
Quest of the Field of Diamonds
(1911).
The Lost Moon - MACAW BOOKS 2009
The EQ series is all about instilling
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moral values in children with the
help of lovely, touching stories and
beautiful illustrations. A valuable
series to enhance the emotional
quotient of children.
Listen to the Moon - Michael Morpurgo
2015-10-27
May, 1915. Alfie and his fisherman
father find a girl on an uninhabited
island in the Scillies-- injured,
thirsty, lost-- and with absolutely
no memory of who she is, or how she
came to be there. She can say only
one word: Lucy. Is she a mermaid, the
victim of a German U-boat, or even,
as some islanders suggest, a German
spy? Only one thing is for sure: she
loves music and moonlight, and it is
when she listens to the gramophone
that the glimmers of the girl she
once was begin to appear.--
The Night The Moon Went Missing -

Brendan Kearney 2021-12-21
Lucy is trying to find the moon! Moon
has left the night sky — but why?
Join us and let’s find out if she can
find him again. Lucy, a little girl,
loves to look up at the night sky and
spot the moon. What she doesn’t know
is that Moon feels like nobody cares
for him and decides to disappear.
This cute children’s picture book
teaches children that they are
cherished — even if they don’t feel
it. The Night the Moon Went Missing
is a wonderful and colorful
illustration of how priceless each
one of us is. Inside, you’ll find: •
Full page, beautiful illustrations in
a distinct style. • Age-appropriate
text, ideal for reading aloud. • A
strong message about love and how
valuable everyone is. • Gently
teaches young readers of the
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importance of the Moon. Every evening
Moon likes to watch the people down
on Earth. Space can be a lonely
place! Yet, there’s one problem: when
Sun is out, everybody on Earth is
happy to see him. When Moon is out,
everyone goes to sleep. This makes
Moon very sad. But, what he doesn’t
know is that little Lucy loves to
look up at him, and one night she
notices that Moon is gone. Lucy sets
off to find Moon! Will Lucy find
Moon, and will Moon learn how much
everybody loves her? The colorful
illustrations and easy-to-read,
engaging storyline will captivate the
imaginations of children ages 3-5.
The bedtime story will teach kids how
to recognize their emotions, and that
they are valued and loved by the
people around them. This children’s
STEM book also tells kids why the

Moon is so important, and is a
wonderful addition to every child’s
bookshelf.
Killers of the Flower Moon - David
Grann 2018-04-03
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A
twisting, haunting true-life murder
mystery about one of the most
monstrous crimes in American history,
from the author of The Wager and The
Lost City of Z, “one of the
preeminent adventure and true-crime
writers working today."—New York
Magazine • NATIONAL BOOK AWARD
FINALIST • NOW A MARTIN SCORSESE
PICTURE “A shocking whodunit…What
more could fans of true-crime
thrillers ask?”—USA Today “A
masterful work of literary journalism
crafted with the urgency of a
mystery.” —The Boston Globe In the
1920s, the richest people per capita
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in the world were members of the
Osage Nation in Oklahoma. After oil
was discovered beneath their land,
the Osage rode in chauffeured
automobiles, built mansions, and sent
their children to study in Europe.
Then, one by one, the Osage began to
be killed off. The family of an Osage
woman, Mollie Burkhart, became a
prime target. One of her relatives
was shot. Another was poisoned. And
it was just the beginning, as more
and more Osage were dying under
mysterious circumstances, and many of
those who dared to investigate the
killings were themselves murdered. As
the death toll rose, the newly
created FBI took up the case, and the
young director, J. Edgar Hoover,
turned to a former Texas Ranger named
Tom White to try to unravel the
mystery. White put together an

undercover team, including a Native
American agent who infiltrated the
region, and together with the Osage
began to expose one of the most
chilling conspiracies in American
history. Look for David Grann’s
latest bestselling book, The Wager!
Lost Moon Summer - STU. LISSON
2024-05
In "Lost Moon Summer" young Sammy
Walters spends the dog days of summer
dodging neighborhood bullies,
trolling the deliverymen, indulging
in endless mischief, and teaching his
rowdy posse the art of making flame-
throwing match guns. Equal parts
idyllic and tumultuous, this period
of Walter's life was never far from
his thoughts in later years.
Returning to the scene of his boyhood
misadventures, Sam rekindles memories
of simpler times and the magic summer
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he shared with his extended family
and a handful of youthful
delinquents.
Apollo 13 - Jim Lovell 1995
April 13, 1970. Astronauts Jim
Lovell, Fred Haise and Jack Swigert
are hurtling towards the moon in the
Apollo 13 spacecraft, when an
explosion rocks the ship. The cockpit
grows dim, the air grows thin, and
the instrument lights wink out.
Moments later, the astronauts are
forced to abandon the main ship for
the tiny lunar module, designed to
keep two men alive for just two days.
But there are three men aboard and
they are four days from home. As the
action shifts from the disabled ship
to the frantic engineers at Mission
Control to Lovell's anxious family,
APOLLO 13 brilliantly recreates the
harrowing, heroic mission in all its

drama and glory. This gripping story
of human endurance is the basis for
Ron Howard's classic film starring
Tom Hanks and Kevin Bacon.
The Moon's Lost Light - Devorah
Heshelis 2006

The Moon's Lost Light - Devorah
Fastag 2018-12-22
What happens to a woman's
relationship with the Creator if she
feels that women are His step-
children, so to speak? This brief yet
impactful book shares a Torah outlook
on the relationship between gender
equality in Judaism and the
culmination of Jewish history.
Apollo 13 - Jim Lovell 2006
Recounts how after only fifty hours
into its flight to the moon, the
Apollo 13 space ship was rocked by an
explosion, and tells how the ship was
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brought under control, and the crew
safely returned to earth.
Lost Moon - Jim Lovell 1994
The untold story of the American moon
shot that almost ended in a fatal
catastrophe, told by the flight's
commander, offers a chronicle of
courage, heroism, and adventure.
Journey to the Blue Moon - Rebecca
Rupp 2006-09-12
After a gang of talking rats
transports a young boy to the moon,
he embarks on a series of adventures
and gains a new perspective on the
concept of time.
Lost on the Moon - Roy Rock wood
2018-10-29
After learning of a diamond field on
the Moon, our crew heads for the
satellite, where they discover a
petrified city populated by petrified
people

Lost Wolf - Stacy Claflin 2016-07-18
She’s hiding a dark secret. It
already killed her once. Victoria
can’t wait to start college, but
there’s a hitch—she can’t remember
anything before arriving on campus.
Her memories finally spark when she
sees her ruggedly handsome math
professor, but she senses something
terrible happened. The shock on his
face affirms her fears. Toby is an
alpha wolf who never thought he’d see
his true love again—not after she
died in his arms. Nothing could have
prepared him for her walking into his
class. But to his dismay, not only
has she forgotten the past, she
doesn’t even know who she is. He’s
determined to do whatever it takes to
restore what they’ve lost. Can Toby
help Victoria recover her memories,
or will he lose her forever? USA
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Today bestselling author, Stacy
Claflin, brings you Lost Wolf, the
first book in the Curse of the Moon
series. It’s a paranormal romantic
suspense saga that features gripping
supernatural drama, surprising
twists, dynamic characters, and
heart-pounding romance. Read Lost
Wolf today to satisfy your craving
for a fast-paced paranormal tale.
Lost on the Moon (Annotated) - Roy
Rockwood 2020-11-07
After learning of a diamond field on
the Moon, our crew heads for the
satellite, where they discover a
petrified city populated by petrified
people.
The Decision to Go to the Moon - John
M. Logsdon 1976
The decision announced by John F.
Kennedy on May 25, 1961, initiating
the expedition to the moon, is now

documented in full for future
students of history. To John Logsdon,
whose approach is that of a political
scientist examining the influence of
men and events on the decision-making
process, the decision to land a man
on the moon "before this decade is
out" was wholly political rather than
military, although overtones of
implied defense were useful in
obtaining congressional support.
Moreover, he notes it was made
without the support of the scientific
community, although their previous
research efforts were expected
partially to offset this
deterrent.Although the success of the
Russian manned orbit and the fiasco
of the Bay of Pigs invasion certainly
influenced the timing, in the
author's interpretation the Kennedy
decision manages to escape the narrow
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definition of a public relations
exhibition. In Kennedy's view, he
emphasizes, the security of the
country itself was inseparably linked
to a position of prestige in world
opinion. Nor was he a particular
enthusiast of space exploration for
its own rewards. As he remarked to
one of his advisors, "If you had a
scientific spectacular on this earth
that would be more useful--say
desalting the ocean--or something
just as dramatic and convincing as
space, then we would do "that.""The
thoroughness of this book as a
historical record is evident
throughout. NASA historical records
and government documents not
previously released, including
several Presidential papers, are used
in the analysis, and the author
weaves these records together with

subtleties of opinion from interviews
with NASA officials and such Kennedy
advisors as Theodore Sorenson,
McGeorge Bundy, David Bell, and
Jerome Wiesner.
Lost Moon - Matthew S. Cox 2019-09-28
In the next highly anticipated
installment of J.R. Rain's
bestselling supernatural mystery
series, Samantha Moon finds herself
stranded on a distant planet of
dragons . . . and confronted with a
powerful demon hellbent on destroying
worlds. Samantha Moon spent the past
thirteen years fighting the evil
trying to consume her, but at least
she knew where it lurked. With the
dark masters unleashed, her life has
become one of constant vigilance and
sleepless nights. One upside, though:
she's on speaking terms with the sun
again. Allison's vision of a ticking
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supernatural time bomb wiping out
civilization sends them racing out to
the Arizona desert. After hastily
gathering reinforcements, they
confront the harbinger of the end
times before it can strike. When the
dust settles, Sam finds herself in a
desolate alien wasteland, her dragon
friend mortally wounded beside her
and no obvious way back to her world.
Her body can withstand the upper-
dimensional energies for only a few
hours. She needs to find a way home
as well as figure out how to stop
Talos from dying. She doesn't have
time to do both. She might not be
able to do either.
The Lost Moon Flower - Bethany
Campbell 1989-06-23
The Lost Moon Flower by Bethany
Campbell released on Jun 23, 1989 is
available now for purchase.

The Night the Moon Went Missing -
Sunaina Coelho 2021-12-03
When the moon doesn’t rise from the
sea one night, it is up to Maisha and
her friend Uchli the flying fish to
find her. But how can they look for
the moon without any light? 'The
Night the Moon Went Missing' is
written by Shreya Yadav. © Pratham
Books , 2018. Some rights reserved.
Released under CC BY 4.0 license.
This book was first published on
StoryWeaver by Pratham Books. The
development of this book has been
supported by Oracle. Guest Editor:
Nimmy Chacko, Art Director: Maithily
Doshi
Daughters of the Moon - Joseph Curtin
2000
LIZABET They called her the Blood
Countess. From her home in the
Carpathian Mountains, she enjoyed
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pleasures so profane no human could
even imagine them. Even now,
centuries later and an ocean away,
the old ones cross themselves at the
mention of her name. And she will
happily show them true fear now that
she is reunited with the golden-eyed
girl, the beauty the Dark One
promised would be her most faithful
pupil and servant... CHLOE She knows
her name, but she can't remember
anything else from her past. Her only
memories are of Lizabet, feeding in
the darkness. But ever since meeting
Johnny, she knows she must stop
Lizabet's depraved cruelty...no
matter what the cost.
Apollo 13 - James Lovell 2019-02-12
NATIONAL BESTSELLER. Astronaut Jim
Lovell and coauthor Jeffrey Kluger’s
harrowing account of the Apollo 13
disaster. Serving as the basis for

Ron Howard’s blockbuster Apollo 13,
the book reveals true details not
shown in the movie. Thrilling and
evocative, you feel as though you’re
alongside Lovell in the lunar module.
Written with all the color and drama
of the best fiction, Apollo 13 tells
the full story of the moon shot that
almost ended in catastrophe. Minutes
after a mid-flight explosion, the
three astronauts are forced to
abandon the main ship for the lunar
module, a tiny craft designed to keep
two men alive for just two days.? As
the hours tick away, the narrative
shifts from the crippled spacecraft
to Mission Control, from engineers
searching desperately for a way to
fix the ship to Lovell's wife and
children praying for his safe return.
The entire nation watches as one
crisis after another is met and
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overcome. By the time the ship
splashes down in the Pacific, we
understand why the heroic effort to
rescue Lovell and his crew is
considered by many to be NASA's
finest hour.? Inspiring and
astonishing, the story of Apollo 13
is a timeless tribute to the enduring
American spirit and sparkling
individual heroism.
Lost Moon - Tim L Rey 2022-10-17
A scientist and her son become
humankind's hope of survival. Can
they prevent the collision of Moon
and Earth? In 2099, the Moon
disappears. Without the gravitational
pull of its companion, the Earth
rotates faster and faster. Storms
sweep across the continents. Days
shrink to eight hours. For decades
there is chaos, until a new, harsh
normal sets in. Two hundred years

later, scientist Celine joins the
forbidden Moon Cult that wants to
find and bring back the Moon against
the government's orders. It's
forbidden under penalty of death,
because the search-and-rescue mission
holds immense dangers: the possible
complete destruction of the planet.
The fighting between the government
and the Moon Cult escalates, and
Celine and her son struggle to
survive-and to rescue Earth. Lost
Moon: Earth Storms tells the
dystopian story of the fateful
search-and-rescue mission to reunite
Moon and Earth. But should the Moon
be brought back if it could mean the
death of millions? Lost Moon: Lunar
Eclipse by Brandon Q. Morris tells
the other side of the story. Read
today.
Lost on the Moon Or in Quest of the
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Field of Diamonds - Roy Rockwood
2023-07-15
" Embark on a thrilling interstellar
adventure with "Lost on the Moon: In
Quest of the Field of Diamonds" by
Roy Rockwood. This captivating book
takes readers on an extraordinary
journey to the moon, where mystery,
danger, and the pursuit of treasure
await. In "Lost on the Moon," readers
will join a courageous group of
explorers as they set out on a daring
mission to discover the legendary
Field of Diamonds. As they traverse
the lunar landscape, they encounter
unexpected challenges, encounter
strange creatures, and unravel the
secrets of the moon's hidden
treasures. Roy Rockwood's
storytelling captures the imagination
and curiosity of readers,
transporting them to a world where

science fiction meets exploration.
Through vivid descriptions and
thrilling encounters, the author
creates a sense of wonder and
adventure, showcasing the limitless
possibilities of space. Join the
intrepid explorers on their perilous
quest, as they navigate treacherous
terrain, overcome formidable
obstacles, and strive to unravel the
mysteries of the moon."
Lost Moon Holler - Jeanne Stevenson
2023-11-20
A story of community set in a magical
West Virginia holler.
The Light Side of the Moon - Ditta M.
Oliker 2012-10-09
Learn about the unconscious survival
systems developed in childhood to
protect ourselves. Ditta M. Oliker
shows us how to recognize and
dismantle these systems now that they
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have outlived their usefulness and
how to achieve personal fulfillment
in the present. Ditta M. Oliker, PhD,
is a founding member of Los Angeles'
Mark Taper Forum. Her PhD in Clinical
Psychology is from CSPP, Los Angeles,
and she has been in private practice
for more than thirty years. She is a
frequent lecturer at universities and
mental health facilities.
Apollo 8 - Jeffrey Kluger 2017-05-16
The untold story of the historic
voyage to the moon that closed out
one of our darkest years with a
nearly unimaginable triumph In August
1968, NASA made a bold decision: in
just sixteen weeks, the United States
would launch humankind’s first flight
to the moon. Only the year before,
three astronauts had burned to death
in their spacecraft, and since then
the Apollo program had suffered one

setback after another. Meanwhile, the
Russians were winning the space race,
the Cold War was getting hotter by
the month, and President Kennedy’s
promise to put a man on the moon by
the end of the decade seemed sure to
be broken. But when Frank Borman, Jim
Lovell and Bill Anders were summoned
to a secret meeting and told of the
dangerous mission, they instantly
signed on. Written with all the color
and verve of the best narrative non-
fiction, Apollo 8 takes us from
Mission Control to the astronaut’s
homes, from the test labs to the
launch pad. The race to prepare an
untested rocket for an unprecedented
journey paves the way for the hair-
raising trip to the moon. Then, on
Christmas Eve, a nation that has
suffered a horrendous year of
assassinations and war is heartened
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by an inspiring message from the trio
of astronauts in lunar orbit. And
when the mission is over—after the
first view of the far side of the
moon, the first earth-rise, and the
first re-entry through the earth’s
atmosphere following a flight to deep
space—the impossible dream of walking
on the moon suddenly seems within
reach. The full story of Apollo 8 has
never been told, and only Jeffrey
Kluger—Jim Lovell’s co-author on
their bestselling book about Apollo
13—can do it justice. Here is the
tale of a mission that was both a
calculated risk and a wild crapshoot,
a stirring account of how three
American heroes forever changed our
view of the home planet.
The Book of the Moon - Steven Forrest
2013-04
Taking care of the Moon (the heart)

in ourselves is the secret of
happiness, but unravelling its
messages requires that we learn its
mysterious, non-linear, trans-logical
language. "Being in touch with our
feelings" is only part of it. To
follow the Moon down into our hearts
is a journey into another reality,
the interior psychic world, where our
souls collide with ghosts from our
past. Intuition, the Mother, Family,
Healing and being healed -- these are
all lunar topics. The story unfolds
against a shifting backdrop of
epochal changes in our cultural
relationship to what we were
foolishly taught to call "the
Feminine", forgetting that men have
Moons too! This book takes a fresh
look at the moon, including new
insight into the moon's phases, the
moon's declination and the "out of
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bounds" moon.
HOW THE MOON LOST THE STARS - Kate
Murray 2017-02-15
Moon has lost the stars, and Sun is
going to help him look. But where
will they find them? The story of the
Moon and the Stars explores the
physics of light and dark. It shows
how the stars do not disappear during
the day, but we see too much light in
order to make them out...
Lost - James Patterson 2020-01-13
In this action-packed thriller, Miami
just got a lot more
dangerous—especially for one innocent
young woman running for her life. The
city of Miami is Detective Tom Moon's
back yard. He's always kept it local,
attending University of Miami on a
football scholarship, and, as a Miami
PD officer, protecting the city's
most vulnerable. Now, as the new

leader of an FBI task force called
"Operation Guardian," it's his
mission to combat international
crime. Moon's investigative team
discovers that the opportunistic
"Blood Brothers"—Russian nationals
Roman and Emile Rostoff—have evaded
authorities while building a vast,
powerful, and deadly crime syndicate
throughout Europe and metropolitan
Miami. Moon played offense for U of
M, but he's on the other side of the
field this time. And as the Rostoffs
zero in on a target dear to Tom,
they're not playing by anyone's
rules.
Apollo - Shayler David 2002
The structure of Apollo - The Lost
and Forgotten Missions follows the
development and in flight testing of
the Apollo lunar spacecraft prior to
Apollo 11 as well as missions planned
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following that first landing. Drawing
upon combinations of archival
documentation from the first four
manned Apollo missions and future
mission plans evolved in the summer
of 1969 Apollo - The Lost and
Forgotten Missions will fill this
void. The text explains how the
machines and the men were prepared
for the landing on the moon and what
would have followed the initial
landings.
Lost Moon - Ellis Logan 2019-07-11
Cat-eared chimeras, hunky detectives,
cagey zealots and a slave-trading
space station. Many people dream of
an off-world life, but for Nikta
Kozan the wilds of Renga are more
than enough. She has plenty to do,
delivering mail in a lawless
frontier, reporting back to her
magic-wielding cousins at the shadowy

Enso, and trying to mend relations
with her brother at the Chalinex City
Police Department. When one of her
favorite customers complains about a
missing grandson, can she hand over
the case to the cops or will this
feisty ket have to handle things on
her own? Find out in this thrilling,
action-packed sequel to Post Magic.
If you liked Firefly, Dark Angel,
Lost Girl, Dark Matter or the Dresden
Files, you'll love Post Magic, a wild
paranormal space fantasy with
steampunk elements.
The Lost City of Z - David Grann
2010-01-26
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • From
the author of Killers of the Flower
Moon comes a masterpiece of narrative
nonfiction that unravels the greatest
exploration mystery of the twentieth
century—the story of the legendary
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British explorer who ventured into
the Amazon jungle in search of a
fabled civilization and never
returned. “Suspenseful…rollicking.”
—The New York Times In 1925, Percy
Fawcett went into the Amazon jungle,
in search of a fabled civilization.
He never returned. Over the years
countless perished trying to find
evidence of his party and the place
he called “The Lost City of Z.” In
this masterpiece, journalist David
Grann interweaves the spellbinding
stories of Fawcett’s quest for “Z”
and his own journey into the deadly
jungle. Look for David Grann’s new
book, The Wager, coming in April
2023!
Apollo 11 - David Whitehouse
2019-06-06
'Terrific and enthralling' New
Scientist Fifty years ago, in July

1969, Apollo 11 became the first
manned mission to land on the Moon,
and Neil Armstrong the first man to
step on to its surface. He and his
crewmates, Buzz Aldrin and Michael
Collins, were the latest men to risk
their lives in this extraordinary
scientific, engineering and human
venture that would come to define the
era. In Apollo 11: The Inside Story,
David Whitehouse reveals the true
drama behind the mission, putting it
in the context of the wider space
race and telling the story in the
words of those who took part – based
around exclusive interviews with the
key players. This enthralling book
takes us from the early rocket
pioneers to the shock America
received from the Soviets' launch of
the first satellite, Sputnik; from
the race to put the first person into
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space to the iconic Apollo 11 landing
and beyond, to the agonising drama of
the Apollo 13 disaster and the
eventual winding-up of the Apollo
program. Here is the story as told by
the crew of Apollo 11 and the many
others who shared in their monumental
endeavour. Astronauts, engineers,
politicians, NASA officials, Soviet
rivals – all tell their own story of
a great moment of human achievement.
The Stolen Moon - Rachel Searles
2015-01-27
Searching for the keys to their
extraordinary phasing and
transporting abilities, siblings
Chase and Lilli and their companions
risk their lives to stop an
interplanetary takeover plot by Asa
Kaplan. Simultaneous eBook.
The Dragon of Lonely Island - Rebecca
Rupp 2012-05-22

"Rebecca Rupp's magical tale . . .
radiates a glow as golden as the
dragon's scales." – Boston Globe
Hannah, Zachary, and Sarah Emily are
spending the summer at their great-
aunt Mehitabel's house on faraway
Lonely Island. There, in a cave
hidden high above the ocean, they
discover a fabulous creature: a
glittering three-headed golden dragon
with a kind heart, an unpredictable
temper, and a memory that spans
20,000 years. Transported by the
magic of the dragon's stories, the
children meet Mei-lan, a young girl
in ancient China; nineteenth-century
cabin boy Jamie Pritchett; and, in
more recent times, Hitty and her
brother, Will, who survive a
frightening plane crash on a desert
island. In this fluidly written
novel, Rebecca Rupp explores what
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three children from the present learn
from the past - and from an unlikely

but wise and generous friend.
Lost Moon - William Broyles (Jr.)
1994


